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"A brand is a set of differentiating promises that link a product to 
its customers.” - Stuart Agres

"A brand that captures your mind gains behavior. A brand that 
captures your heart gains commitment.” - Scott Talgocaptures your heart gains commitment.” - Scott Talgo

"Your brand is created out of customer contact and the 
experience your customers have of you.” - Stelios Haji-Ioannou



The brand is owned by the consumer. 
Its value is emotional and intangible. 

It is defined by the tone of the: 
• Presentation
• Education and Messaging (WoM)
• Experience and Engagement (product/ customer servic e)

Your Brand is your Reputation



It’s not what you know. 
It’s not who you know. It’s not who you know. 
It’s who knows you.



A brand for a company is like a reputation

for a person. You earn reputation by trying 

to do hard things well.” Jeff Bezosto do hard things well.” Jeff Bezos



Satisfied

Impressed

Exceeded

Time line: 6 Hours

Brand Promise = African Hospitality

Brand Experience = Horrific

Smile, but problems…

“No ticket” but you can have some crumbs…

Unsatisfied

Numb

Angry

56 minutes on hold - no solution

Our fault - will call you back

I will try to find a senior person. 
We will call you back.

I will try to find a senior person. 
We will call you back.

I will try to find a senior person. 
We will call you back.

I can’t help you, 
but here is a cell no

I will make a plan

Get on same flight

I will try to find a senior person. 
We will call you back.



Why spend millions 
building expectations

for customers only to 
disappoint them?



80% of CEO’s believe their
brand provides a superior
customer experience.

(Bain & Company)

8% of their Customers agree.



For every 1 unhappy customer that tells you, 
there are 6 others who don’t.

These 7 unhappy customer will each tell 9 others (63).

Only 25% will act on what they hear - 16 customers may never buy again

Multiply average sale value over a year x 16 lost customers = annual loss of income                         
per unhappy customer



Southwest’s Chief Apology Officer

Their job is to find out the situations in which something went wrong — a mechanical delay, bad 
weather, a medical emergency or a berserk passenger — then apologize to all passengers on 
that flight, within 24 hours of their bad experience, if possible.

But an apology for a bad flight can actually make a passenger happier than an uneventful flight, 
American Airlines executive Mark Mitchell said, citing internal surveys.
"When we handle a delay situation well, they score us about 14 to 16 points higher than 
they do for just a regular old on-time flight."

Southwest Airlines had the lowest consumer complaint rate of the 19 airlines ranked in 2009.



2011 sees the 
dawn of the 
consumer

Trend update

consumer
The Marketing industry only now realises that they are 

not the Hero, but rather the consumer is. 



““““76% of people don ’’’’t 

believe that companies tell 
the truth in advertising.”the truth in advertising.”



“68%“68% of people trust other 

people ‘like themselves’.”



78%78% of global consumers say 

recommendations from other consumers are 
the most credible form of advertising.



“92% of people site Word-of-Mouth 

as the best source
for new product idea’s.”for new product idea’s.”



“Consumers shop like their friends and are 

5 times more likely to 

respond to marketing messages from a brand 
a friend uses. a friend uses. 

AT&T Labs Research Department



2011 sees the 
dawn of the 
consumer

Trend update

consumer

And the consumers friends – The power of the Community.



Our need to be right

Informational social influence

This comes into play when people are 
uncertain, either because stimuli are 

intrinsically ambiguous or because there 
is social disagreement.

This drives people to accept 

The Psychological needs that lead humans to 
conform to the expectations of others.

People don’t like to be wrong

Our need to be liked

This drives people to accept 
information from another as evidence 

about reality.

Normative Social Influence

Normative influence is an influence to 
conform to the positive 
expectations of others.

Drives Behaviour

People don’t like to act differently

Drives Perception



Both psychological drivers 
show why         

Peer Pressure is such a Peer Pressure is such a 
powerful force



Africa is the Global Leader
in spreading positive Word-of-Mouth

Africa is the Global Leader
in spreading positive Word-of-Mouth



1 in every 700 marketing messages generate 
awareness.

1 31 31 in every 3
Recommendations is acted on.

1 in every 3
Recommendations is acted on.



Companies with above average positive 
word of mouth grow

4 times4 times
faster



Specific brands mentioned      
per week in person-to-
person/voice-to-voice 

conversations
90 
times

(Source: Keller Fay Talk Track study 2009)

times



17%17%
of total brand conversations are stimulated 

from advertising.

The other 83% come from experiences.



“The problem with traditional advertising 
is that the interaction is one-way. It is 

often very ineffective. And it is limiting.”

Consumers care more about what their 
friends think of a brand, than what a 

company tries to tell you. 



The Future of Branding

It’s not about Advertising - it’s about people and 
relationships you build with them.



The New Voice of the Brand

Crafted and created

Brand controlled Identity

Reflects Brands Personality and Values

Consistent through all touch points

Unique and owned by the brand

Classical Branding

Authentic and Real

Customer controlled and multiple Voices

Reflects Customers Personality and Values

Varied and occurs where customers are

New Branding

Unique and owned by the brand Unique and owned by the customer



1.How many businesses, brands and products do you have a relationship with?
2. Of those, how many are you a real fan or advocate for?
3. Of those, how many know you’re a fan or advocate? 

Find your real Fans!

So how many businesses are letting their most valua ble resource 
– passionate, influential fans – slip through their f ingers?



Powerful brands are those that allow the 
consumer to take control.

The future of branding is a 
revolution. 
By the people, for the people. 



Thank YouThank You


